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When the radius of curvature R of an electron emitter is below 5 nm existing theories of field emission from
curved surfaces fail because they assume a constant supply of electrons which is a characteristic only of planar
surface emitters. In a previous work of ours we proved that the eigenfuctions of a rotationally symmetric
parabolic emitter-the common shape of present nanoscopic emitters- are Whittaker functions and exhibit strong
localization. In this paper we calculate the transmitted current density of such an emitter as a function of angle of
emission θ and R. The angular dependence of the emitted current density is not very different from that of the
classical model of a hemisphere on a post. However, when use is made of the parabolic image potential it is
observed that the emission falls significantly. Finally, strongly non-linear Fowler-Nordheim plots are obtained.
The significance of this is discussed.

1. Introduction
In a previous paper of ours we have analyzed the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of a nanoscopic paraboloidal emitter with a radius of
curvature R < 5 nm [1]. The calculations were performed within the
Sommerfeld model. Within this model there exist other calculations
which calculate the emitted current [2–6] but they all assume a constant supply of electrons as dictated by the original Fowler-Nordheim
(FN) model [7] of the 1930′s. The aim of our paper [1] was to examine
the validity of this assumption given that the emitting tips of presentday technology are well below the R = 5 nm mark. Very important
quantization effects were found: the eigenvalues formed a continuum in
only one curvilinear coordinate while a series of discrete eigenvalues
evolved in the other two curvilinear directions, (see Fig. 1). As a consequence, the incident current density followed also a similar quantization pattern with only the first term in the quantum numbers of the
two coordinates-which exhibit quantization- being important.
In this paper, we calculate the emitted current from such a nanotip
with the aim of making better contact with experiment at such small
radii of emitters. It is worthwhile pointing out that, when comparison to
experiment is made, the constant representing the supply function does
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not agree with the FN value due to the wavefunctions being Bloch
waves and not plane waves and the effective mass differing from the
vacuum mass. Note that the slope of the FN plot gives information
about the barrier and the y-intercept gives information about the product of the supply function and the emitting area (experiments measure
the current and not the current density). A calculation of the latter
product for several experiments was given by one of the authors in [5].
Assuming an effective area corresponding to a cone angle of approximately 30 degrees, the correction to the supply function is calculated to
be from 1 to 10 for metals but drastically lower for semiconductors e.g.
10^-6 to 10^-7. However, it is not clear that this change does not include
unnoticed geometry and quantization effects. Furthermore, the emission angle, an important quantity for both microscopy and lithography,
will be heavily influenced by a supply function which is angle-dependent instead of being a constant as in the FN theory.
Last but not least, in our investigations, we have examined the influence of the image potential. It is common to use the spherical image
potential [2–5] in such calculations. On the other hand, however, the
image charge potential of a prolate spheroidal emitter has been employed in [3,4]. Due to the shape of our emitter, a paraboloid image
potential is necessary here. When the paraboloid image potential is
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exponential) depends on one quantum number, the m, while the η- and
ξ-dependent factors depend on all three quantum numbers. In [1] an
equivalent but slightly more rigorous triplet of numbers was used to
define the eigenfunctions. Instead of (n, kξ, m) we employed the triplet
(n, m, E) where E is the total energy. Obviously the total energy E
depends on all three quantum numbers, i.e. E = f(n,kξ,m) so the two
descriptions are equivalent.
The Φ being zero at any boundary, contain both an incident and a
reflected wave. Therefore, each one can be decomposed into
Φ= Φ+ - Φ−

(6)

More specifically, we can always write for Φη(η)

˜(exp(+iSm, n ( ))

(7)

exp( iSm, n ( ))

where Sm, n ( ) is to be determined from Φη(η).
The normally incident current density can now be calculated from
the relation
Fig. 1. Emitter geometry used in our calculations.

jminc, n (E , ) = e /(2ime )*[

2. Method
A small summary of our previous work is necessary before embarking on the calculation of the emitted current. Our system under
examination, shown in Fig. 1, is a sharp paraboloid of revolution representing a pin-like emitter. The three-dimensional parabolic system
of coordinates has been used where the η and the ξ are parabolas with
η=η0 being the surface of the emitter and the ξ-parabolas being perpendicular to the η’s.The angle φ is an angle of rotation. The emitter
terminates at ξ=ξ0 at the bottom.
We assume a Sommerfeld model where the potential V is zero inside
and infinite outside i.e. the emitter is a quantum well when no external
field is applied. The Schroedinger equation corresponding to it is separable if V = 0. The solutions of the Schroedinger equation are then of
the form
m, n, k

( , , ) = Em, n, k

m, n, k

( , , )

(1)

and obey the following abbreviated boundary conditions
m, n, k
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jminc= 0, n = 1 (E )* T (E )

(9)

where

wherewe have assumed ξ0 = 1000η0 to simulate the pin-like
structure.Given these boundary conditions we obtain the wavefunctions
which are used for the supply function = incident current density. From
Eqs. (2) and (4) we obtain respectively that n and m are integers
whereas from (3) that kξ is semicontinuous.
As noted above, within the Sommerfeld model, the Schroedinger’s
equation is separable and the solutions can be decomposed as
m, n, k

1
h

where hη is the scale factor of the parabolic coordinates along the η
direction.
It was shown in [1] that only the term (m = 0, n = 1) i.e. just one
term, was significant for nanometric emitters.This completes our summary of our previous work [1].
We would now like to calculate the emitted current density as the
product of the supply current density and a transmission function. The
previous analysis assumed an infinite potential outside the emitter
surface, but in practice the barrier height is only a few electron volts
and as a result of the application of an electric field the current leaving
the emitted surface is not zero. However the results of our previous
paper are relevant here because the application of an external electric
field does not change the supply function, electric fields do not enter
metals if applied from a distance. Thus we now approximate the
emitted current density as that incident on the emitter surface, multiplied by the transmission function.
We assume that an electrostatic potential Vapplied ( ) is applied at an
anode far enough to coincide with a far η-coordinate ηanode, see Fig. 1.
Given the fact that here the radius of curvature R is of the same order of
magnitude as the tunneling distance, we have not assumed that the path
of the particle is a straight line. Therefore, we have used a generalized
three-dimensional WKB method [9,10] capable of dealing with incident
waves which are not plane waves but are exactly of the form of the first
term in Eq. (7). Accordingly, we write

used in our calculations, significant deviations -from the results when a
spherical image is used- are obtained.

H

*
+

T (E ) = exp

2

2
1

2 me
2

(V ( )

E) * h d

(10)

with η1 and η2 being the beginning and end of the tunneling region
and the tunneling path connecting η1 and η2 corresponds in principle to
the path of an electron tunneling through,according to the prescription
in [10]. As a first approximation the integration has been performed
along the ξ-coordinate lines (perpendicular to the η ones). This choice
has also been adopted by Jensen et al [4].
For the tunneling potential barrier V(η) we have taken

(5)

Note that only the φ-dependent wavefunction (an imaginary
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Fig. 2. Barrier (tunneling) potential shapes as a function of emitter radius R for a typical electric field F = 5 V/nm. Lengths in Bohr radii.

V ( ) = EF + Wf

The parabolic image potential energy can be shown (see the appendix) to further simplify to

(11)

eVapplied ( ) + Uim ( )

where EF is the Fermi level, Wf the work function and Uim is the image
potential energy for a paraboloidal surface obtained by Cutler [8] and is
equal along the tip axis to

Uim ( ) =

qe

I0 (k

2
0

0 ) K 0 (k

K 0 (k

0)

)

K 0 (k

) kdk

Uim ( )

qe 2
0

(13)

within the barrier region. The applied potential, which is a solution of
the Laplace equation, assuming that the anode ηanode coincides with a
far η-coordinate is

(12)

where I0 and K0 are the modified Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd kind
respectively.

Fig. 3. Shortening of the tunneling potential for the R = 1 nm emitter as the electric field F increases.
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Fig. 4. Angular dependence of the transmission coefficient T(θ) for the R = 1 nm emitter for a typical electric field F = 5 V/nm. The parabolic image potential has
been used.

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 but the spherical image potential has been used as an approximation.

Vapplied ( ) = 2Vanode log

/R
1 + 2d / R

for the calculation. It can be seen that, as the tip radius R gets smaller,
the extent of the barrier increases. This is not the first time this result
appears. It has also been observed in [5] and has been attributed to a
second-order term in a Taylor expansion of the tunneling potential
which becomes important as the tip radius becomes small. This behavior is the main cause for the ordering in terms of R of the FN plots that
we will present later. The shortening of the barrier length as the electric
field increases is shown in Fig. 3 for the 1 nm-radius emitter.
The angular dependence of the transmission coefficient for the 1 nm
tip and an electric field F = 5 V/nm is shown in Fig. 4. For convenience
the data have been plotted in terms of the angle θ to the vertical axis.

(14)

Note that the applied potential must be multiplied by –e where e is
the (absolute) charge of the electron so as to become electronic potential energy.
3. Results
Our calculated barrier shapes along the vertical tip axis direction
are shown in Fig. 2. The paraboloid image potential has been employed
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same but we observe an increase of the transmission coefficient by
roughly one order of magnitude. To see how the image potentials affect
T(θ) we compare them in Fig. 6a and b. We observe that the spherical
image potential is -for a given distance z- much more negative leading
to a tunneling region of lower potential barrier. Fig. 7 displays the
difference in the forbidden region when the spherical image charge is
used instead of the parabolic one.
The transmitted current density as a function of θ, again for the
R = 1 nm tip and for a standard electric field F = 5 V/nm is shown in
Fig. 8. The whole current seems to be emanated from an angle of about
0.3 rad = 17 degrees either side to the normal. However, the most
striking characteristic is the fact that the maximum does not occur at
θ = 0 but at an angle θ˜0.2 rad = 11 degrees at either side of thevertical
tip axis. This is entirely due to the angular variation of the incident
current density (which exhibits a minimum at θ = 0 [1]) and is in no
way related to the properties of the barrier.
Our calculated FN plots are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the
FN plots are not linear and therefore typical routines that are employed
to extract material or other information from the FN plots are not directly applicable here. Curvature in FN plots is not a new feature but in
the case of emitters of larger radii -when observed- it has been attributed to the series resistance of the experimental setup, space charge
effects and arrays containing emitters of different tip geometries.
Here it is evident that it is due to the non-planar field emission
process and to a certain extent to the use of the appropriate supply
function and not the constant supply function of the FN theory.
Traditionally, the FN plots from high R emitters have been used to
obtain information such as the enhancement factor by looking at the
slope of the straight FN lines and more recently [2,5] at the curvature of
the plot to obtain R. A constant supply function was always assumed. It
is not clear to us how this procedure can be repeated here when the
supply function is not constant. Investigations into how these FN plots
can be used to extract information about the nanoscopic emitter are
underway. A useful guide is Forbes [12].

Fig. 6. Comparison of the parabolic (a) and spherical (b) image potentials for
several R.

Again, the parabolic image potential has been used. Compared to the
standard model of the hemisphere on a post [11], the angular dependence is practically the same. The transmission coefficient T(θ) falls to
half its maximum value at an angle of θ = 0.3-0.35 rad.
In Fig. 5 we plot T(θ) when the spherical image potential is used for
its calculation. As expected the angular dependence remains almost the

Fig. 7. Comparison of the forbidden region with a parabolic and a spherical image.
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Fig. 8. Emitter current density for the conditions described in Fig. 4.

nanoscopic emitter. The plot shows strong non-linearities partly due to
the supply function exhibiting quantum confinement effects and being
angle dependent. When the paraboloidal image potential is used in our
calculations the current density is lowered by an order of magnitude. It
is expected that in the future we could use our results to approximate
this non-linear FN plot with an approximate supply function which
would be constant in space but dependent on the radius R of the
emitter.
Acknowledgements
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Fig. 9. Fowler-Nordheim plots for several radii of emitters.

4. Conclusion
We have calculated the FN plot (J/F^2 vs 1/F) of a paraboloidal
Appendix A
From Cutler [8], an electrostatic derivation yields the original formula

Vim ( ) =

qe 2

I0 (k

0 ) K 0 (k

K 0 (k

0

0)

)

K 0 (k

) kdk

with I0 and K0 being Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd kind.
Inside the barrier region which is of interest to our study we have
hence

Vim ( )

qe 2

0

I0 (k

0 ) K 0 (k

0

) kdk

Applying relation 10.43.27 of NIST [13] on the above integral we deduce that

Vim ( )

qe 2
0

We note that the equality I0 (x

0)

= J0 (ix

0)

has also been used.
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